To

1. All the State Directors /UTs(Dealing with Craftsmen Training Scheme).
2. The Principal, NVTI-Noida and RVTs- Mumbai, Banglore, Trivandrum, Panipat, Kolkata, Tura, Indore, Allahabad, Jaipur, Vadodara, Patna, Agartala, Trichy, Rajpura and Shimla.

Subject: - Removal of Negative Marking in All India Trade Test (AITT) for ITI Trainees and devolving some of activities to State Directorate for conduct of AITT for ITI trainees –reg.

Sir,

Competent Authority in response to various representation received from State Directorate, ITI Trainees & ITIs and after consultation with various stake holders has approved following activities for implementation :-

(i) Removal of negative marking with immediate effect in all exams conducted by DGT.
(ii) Introduction of question papers in three more regional languages i.e. Punjabi, Urdu & Assamese from June/July, 2018 onwards in addition to existing ten other languages (i.e. Hindi, English, Bengali, Odia, Tamil, Malayali, Kannad, Gujrati, Marathi &Telgu).
(iii) In order to maintain the uniformity, the DGT will set the date for examination, date of declaration of result and supply the question papers on PAN India basis as per the indent provided by the State Directorate/UTs.
(iv) In order to reduce the time gap for declaration of result, the activity of Printing of OMR sheets as per DGT format and its evaluation as per the answers keys provided by DGT to be done by the respective State Directorates/UTs through their agencies. This is to be implemented from next exam i.e. JULY, 2018 onwards.
(v) Up-loading of marks for Trade theory, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Calculation science & Practical to be done by State Directorate/UTs/ATIs on NCVT-MIS portal and also process for declaration of result through NCVT MIS portal to be done by State Directorate within the time line decided by the DGT.
(vi) The generation of e-mark Sheet and e-National Trade Certificate will be through NCVT-MIS portal for ITI trainees, Apprentices & trainees of Training of Trainers by DGT.
(vii) The pending legacy certificates if any should be sent to DGT for generation through NCVT-MIS portal.
(viii) It has been suggested that the State Directorates may also explore the implementation of On-Line exams.

In view of above you are requested to take action accordingly.

Yours faithfully

(S.D.Lahiri)
Deputy Director General